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This is a written worksite specific Covid-19 re-opening
prevention plan for the Harris Hospitality Division that is in
accordance with the California Department of Public Health,
Cal OSHA, Fresno County Health Department and guidelines
set forth by the California State Governors office.
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Overall Prevention Measures for the
Harris Ranch Hospitality Division
Underlying Health Conditions that make certain individuals more susceptible to contracting the virus.

How to protect yourself and others from Covid-19
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How to “Self Screen” at home using CDC guidelines.
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Important symptoms to recognize in making a decision NOT to come to work.


Frequent Cough



Difficulty breathing



Chills



Muscle Pain



Headache



Sore throat



Recent loss of taste or smell



Someone you live with has been diagnosed with the Covid-19 virus

When to seek Medical Attention? (Emergency warning signs for Covid-19)
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Importance of Handwashing

Importance of physical distancing
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PPE Guidelines for Facial Masks, Gloves
& Face Shields
Proper usage of gloves and face coverings

Single-use gloves have become a symbol of food safety, but they can inspire a false sense of
security. Using disposable gloves should be an addition, not a substitute, for proper hand
washing. * All staff members on the Harris Ranch Hospitality Division property are
required to wear single use gloves.
The 2013 Food Code, section 3-301.11 states:
"
E xcept when washing fruits and vegetables, food employees may not contact exposed ready to
eat food with their bare hands and shall use suitable utensils such as deli tissue, spatulas,
tongs, single use gloves, or dispensing equipment"
.
Ready-to-eat food means food that is in a form that is edible without additional
preparation to achieve food safety.
Single-use gloves are just that- made for a single use. The longer gloves are worn, the more
likely their effectiveness as a barrier will deteriorate. Employees should ideally replace
their gloves every two hours at minimum to guard
against possible unseen punctures. Always change
gloves if the gloves are ripped, torn, contaminated,
or if you are changing to a different food task.
It is critical to ensure that employees properly wash
their hands before putting on gloves and
immediately after removing them. Gloves are
meant to prevent bare hand contact with food that
will be served to consumers. Many food service
employees falsely think gloves are protecting their
own hands. Single-use gloves are to help reduce
the spread of disease causing organisms when used
appropriately.
It is important for employees to know that single use gloves can offer additional food
protection, if placed on washed hands and changed at appropriate times during the food
operation.






As soon as they become soiled or torn
Before beginning a different task
At least every four hours during continual use, and more often if necessary
After handling raw meat, seafood, or poultry and before handling ready -to-eat food
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CDC recommendations on the usage of face masks
In light of new data about how COVID-19 spreads, along with evidence of widespread
COVID-19 illness in communities across the country, CDC recommends that people
wear a cloth face covering to cover their nose and mouth in the community setting. This
is an additional public health measure people should take to reduce the spread of
COVID-19 in addition to (not instead of) social distancing, frequent hand cleaning and
other everyday preventive actions. A cloth face covering is not intended to protect the
wearer, but may prevent the spread of virus from the wearer to others. This would be
especially important in the event that someone is infected but does not have symptoms. A
cloth face covering should be worn whenever people must go into public settings
(grocery stores, for example). Medical masks and N-95 respirators are reserved for
healthcare workers and other first responders, as recommended by current CDC
guidance. * All Harris Ranch Hospitality Division employees are required to wear either
single use paper mask or cloth multi-use mask (provided they are cleaned & washed
daily).
Face Coverings Guidance for COVID-19
“The best community and individual defense against COVID-19 is washing our hands frequently,
avoiding touching our eyes, nose and mouth with unwashed hands, avoid being around sick
people and physically distancing, especially by staying at home.”
California Department of Public Health
What is a face mask and what is it made of:
A cloth face covering is a material that covers the nose AND mouth and should:
- Fit snugly, but comfortably against the side of the face
- Be secured with ties or ear loops or simply wrapped around the lower face
- Include multiple layers of fabric
- Allow for breathing without restriction
- Be able to be washed and machine dried without damage or change to shape
- If you can see through the fabric that you are using (like a bandana), double or triple it over.
- Remember not to make it difficult to breathe through and to cover your nose AND mouth.
To wear a face covering:
- Wash your hands with soap and water for 20 seconds before putting on the mask
- Make sure that you cover your nose AND your mouth completely – no gaps on the top, sides or
bottom
- Be careful not to touch your eyes, nose and mouth
when putting your mask on or taking it off
- Avoid adjusting, touching or pulling on your face
covering
- Keep your mask on until you are back home or it is
time to switch to a fresh mask
- Do not allow the mask to touch your face while you are
taking it off
- Do not take off a dirty mask and use it again before it is
clean
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Wash your cloth face covering after every use, or at least daily.
Have a bag or bin to keep cloth face coverings in until they can be washed with detergent and hot
water AND dried on the hot cycle. If you must re-wear your cloth face covering before washing it,
wash your hands immediately after putting it back on and avoid touching your face.
Face coverings are not a substitute for physical distancing or frequent hand washing, which
we know are amongst the most effective ways to reduce the spread of COVID-19.
You may choose to wear a cloth face covering when you must be in public for essential activities,
such as shopping at the grocery store. Wearing
a cloth face covering before washing, wash your
hands immediately after putting it back on and
avoid touching your face.
Discard cloth face coverings that:
No longer cover the nose AND mouth
Have stretched out or damaged ties or straps
Cannot stay on the face
Have holes or tears in the fabric
CAUTION: Using a fabric face covering does
not mean that you will not get sick. Your face covering must be put on correctly, worn
correctly, taken off correctly and laundered correctly. “Face coverings should not be placed
on young children under the age of 2, anyone who has trouble breathing, is unconscious,
incapacitated or otherwise unable to remove the mask without assistance.” Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention

California Department of Public Health suggested guidelines for usage of face shields to prevent backsplash for dishwashers
All Harris Ranch Dishwashers and janitorial staff members are provided face shields to protect
their eyes, nose, mouth for containment splash using a combination of face coverings,
protective glasses and / or face shields. Dishwashers are provided impermeable aprons and
are asked to change frequently. A system has been developed for Face shields and glasses
that provides for proper disinfection between uses.
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Individual Control Measures and
Screenings
Individual Control Measures and Screenings
Temperature / Symptom Screening System Requirements


Who will be screened?
All employees will be screened in every department.



Who will be performing screenings?

Usage of non-contact thermal handheld infrared thermometer
Temperature will be taken after the employee clocks in and reports
to their respective department. At such point, Manager or
Supervisor will take physical temp with infrared non-contact
thermal handheld temp device. Temperature will be recorded on
clip board, reflecting the employee schedule for that respective
business day. All temps will be downloaded to specific file
developed to retain temps.
Usage of “Facial Recognition” thermal scanning system.
This system is the best selection for a variety of reasons. A wall mount “facial recognition”
camera will be mounted in each operational division employee clock in area. Employee
stands within 2-feet of the camera and instantaneously the temp reading is taken, by
green indicator light and simultaneous download of their picture into data tracking
file. The camera also reminds the employee to wear their facial mask. In the next
update of software (within 1-2 weeks) an audible health screening series of questions
will be asked of the employee. Vendors coming onsite could be routed through
restaurant employee entrance to temperature scanning. At Express BBQ / Fast Track;
back service entrance will serve two-fold purpose in screening employees and vendors
coming onsite. Inn vendors could be re-routed to enter through employee entered
clock in station door to go through thermal scanner to log into system.


Safety Requirements
There is no safety related concerns as it pertains to the 3
employee clock-in areas of this complex to contend
with. All clock in stations are indoors, temperature
controlled, and free of any potential hazards.



Health and Safety Measures
No health or safety hazards exist within the three clock-in
areas.
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Maintain Privacy
Confidentiality will be maintained should there be a
temperature deviation in excess of 100.4F.



Develop Documentation Process
As stated, depending on the system that is utilized, records
will be kept on computer files or proprietary software file.



Communicate Screening Process
All employees have been communicated with as to the screening guidelines and expectations
as it relates to temperature screenings.



Compensate employees for their waiting and screening time
Screening system adopted will ensure that the employee clocks in first before being screened.



Send employees home if they have a fever or refusal to be tested.
Employees will be sent home immediately if temperature exceeds 100.4 F. Refusal for a
non-contact infrared screen will result in a conversation as to why the employee will not
cooperate and then determine if reasoning is justifiable.
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Leave Programs Offered
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Harris Ranch Hospitality Division Cleaning,
Sanitation, Disinfection and Operational
Procedures by Department
Inn
Operational



A cancelation fee will not be assessed to Inn guest making reservations
Usage of digital “Survey Monkey” questionnaire asking guests
their perception of our cleaning procedures and their level of
comfort during their stay. Participants of survey to be awarded
10% off coupon for their valued feedback.
Environmental



All HVAC filters are being replaced within all of the Inn rooms
Sanitation

Inn Guest Rooms
 All housekeeping staff are required to gloves during entire
cleaning procedure from point of entry to exit of room.










Room is stripped of all beds sheets, pillow cases, wash, hand
and bath towels and emptying of refuse containers.
Usage of anti-bacterial all purpose (quaternary ammonium based) cleaner to sanitize all surfaces
of phones, lamps switches, TV, remote, balcony, all surfaces on chairs, bed, vanity and
counters within entire room. Door knobs, flush handles, faucet handles, push plates, also given
special attention.
After step#3, housekeepers will clean all sinks, toilets showers, floor surface; using Oasis
heavy-duty alkaline bathroom cleaner and disinfectant and or comet bleach disinfectant
cleaner.
Last step is to clean all mirrors, and complete process with vacuuming all floor surfaces; backing
out of the room. Upon exit, the housekeeper will clean inside door handle, close door and
complete process by cleaning outside door handle with disinfectant.
Housekeeper will then remove gloves, discard, wash hands and re-apply new gloves before enter
ing next guest room.
Applicable cleaning or detail forms will be completed to verify all areas have been thoroughly
cleaned. *All cleaning checkoff sheets are to be turned into Director of Housekeep or
Supervisors office at completion of shift.
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Lobby Area
 Housekeeper will clean and disinfect all door knobs, push plates, panic bars, counter top surfaces,
chairs, tabletop surfaces using antibacterial all-purpose in 30 min increments for full cycle.
 All restrooms surfaces; push plates, door handles to entrance / exit door, stall doors, toilet flush
handle, towel dispenser, urinal surfaces, wall surfaces, partition surfaces, floor, using heavy duty
alkaline bathroom cleaner / disinfectant and or comet bleach disinfectant cleaner.
 Attendants and front desk staff will disinfect front desk counter surfaces after guest departs or after
grouping of guests depart from the lobby area.
 Housekeepers and Houseman clean all door handles, push bars of doors of each wing as they enter
wing initially and upon exit.
 Front desk staff will disinfect all phones, keyboards, mouse surfaces with antibacterial all-purpose
cleaner.
 Staff is expected to wash hands frequently and to use sanitizer solution as supplement in between
washing, but not as replacement for thorough hand washing.
 Applicable cleaning or detail forms will be completed to verify all areas have been thoroughly
cleaned. *All cleaning checkoff sheets are to be turned into Director of Housekeep or Supervisors
office at completion of shift.
Cleaners Used
 PGP Comet Cleaner w/ bleach – Ready to use
 14 Antibacterial all-purpose cleaner
 66 heavy- duty alkaline bathroom cleaner and disinfectant
Restaurant Janitorial Staff (managed by Inn Director of Housekeeping)
 Have uniformed (Yellow or Orange vest; designating “sanitation crew” cleaning specific crew that is
“highly visible” to the guests be circulating in all areas of the complex; focusing entirely on
cleaning frequently touched surfaces.)
 “Sanitation team” will be assigned to clean ALL door handles and panic bars at all entrances to the
restaurant, waiting areas, lobby areas, breakrooms, areas of ingress / egress, hostess stands, entry
ways, stairwells, elevator controls, light switches, credit card terminals, ATM key pads, guest
check presenters, handrails, busser trays, water pitchers, phones, toilets, handwashing facilities,
push plates to all men’s and women’s restrooms, door knobs of all office doors or push plates to
banquet conference rooms, front kiosk counter top, outside handrails at both main and East
entrances. Rotations made every 30 min between either between this person or team member of
regular janitorial team.
 Regular janitorial staff members are assigned to clean all surfaces of restrooms to include;
 Push plates, door handles, counter tops, faucet handles, mirrors, wall mounted paper towel
dispenser unit, urinals, flush handles, walls surrounding urinals, toilets, flush handles, partition
doors, handles, toilet paper dispenser wall mounted dispenser, ADA grab bars, and floor surfaces.
 Applicable cleaning or detail forms will be completed to verify all areas have been thoroughly
cleaned. *All cleaning checkoff sheets are to be turned into Director of Housekeeping or
Supervisors office at completion of shift.
 Staff coverage is: 3:00am – 11:00am, (3-4) staff members, 7:00am – 3:00pm, PM shift of
11:00am- 3:00pm (2) staff members, 3:00pm – 11:00pm, and 5:00pm-1:30am shift (1) staff member
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Cleaners Used




PGP Comet Cleaner w/ bleach – Ready to use
14 Antibacterial all-purpose cleaner



66 heavy-duty alkaline bathroom cleaner and disinfectant




Inn payment system is touchless.
Inn keys will be cleaned and sanitized with alcohol
towelette or quat solution after each usage
Alcohol towelette will be used to wipe down pens after
each usage
Chlorine levels within the pool will be maintained at
10ppm minimum at all times.
Sanitation Protection Statement to be posted on all
“A”-frames in front of each door leading into Inn,
restaurant, Fast Track convenience store and Express
BBQ. Suggested it also be projected on all marketing
TV’s throughout the complex.





Social Distancing










Tables / chairs be positioned on the deck area within 6 ft.
guidelines, attendant will circulate around the deck area reinforcing “social distancing” guide
lines be adhered to amongst groups; except families.
All menus used at poolside or at Pool bar will be disposable single use
Inn attendants delivering room service will be instructed NOT to enter the guests room; leaving food
at door area.
If bar stools used at Pool Bar, separation of 6 ft. will be the standard
A maximum of 10 people will be allowed within the lobby area IF occupancy restrictions are to be
adhered to. Also suggested that the furniture be removed within the lobby area to discourage
guests from sitting down and adding to occupancy counts, prohibiting more guests from entering
lobby area to check in.
More circular 6 ft. proximity stickers be placed on floor in front of each front desk check terminal.
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Country Store
Operational
 Country Store management and supervisory will monitor guest occupancy within the store setting
to ensure “social distancing” can be comfortably achieved by all guests within the store
 Doors to courtyard will be locked
 If Country Store guests calls in an order from vehicle, CS representative will meet at their vehicle
in the parking lot to take form of payment, process payment, then deliver items back to guest’s
vehicle.
Sanitation
Bakery Area
 All surfaces on top of bakery display case are wiped down with Quat solution at30 minute
intervals
 Counter area behind bakery counter is cleaned at same intervals with Quat solution
 Bakery display case glass is cleaned with Windex-type solution








Meat Counter
All surfaces on top of meat display case within the store and case facing main hallway is cleaned
with Quat solution at 30 minute intervals.
Countertop behind the meat display case is cleaned with Quat solution at 30 minute intervals.
Sink, faucet handles are also cleaned with same solution
Glass on both meat display cases is cleaned with Windex-type solution
Front Cashier Area
Counter on top of display case containing chocolate is cleaned with Quat solution at 30 minute
intervals.
Cashier counter, phone, point of sale terminal, and credit card processing machine are cleaned at
30 minute intervals.

Cleaner Used
 Oasis 146 Quaternary Sanitizer
 Country Store cleaning procedures will be adhered to as outlined in Country Store cleaning SOP.
 Credit card reader will be wiped down after each usage (green button in particular)
 Sanitizer dispenser unit will be positioned in front of the Country Store entrance
 Dedicated cleaning crew will be circulating throughout the hours of operation to ensure “high
touch” surfaces are wiped down with sanitizer solution as needed.
 All Sales associates will be wearing disposable gloves and facial masks in all sections of the
Country Store (meat, bakery, beverage / coffee area)
Social Distancing
 Removal of one to two display tables on Country Store sales floor to allow for social distancing to
be practiced for guests being assisted at meat counter / POS area.
 Placement of “social distancing” stickers on floor in front of meat counter, bakery case, and front
cashier area.
 CS Kiosk will not be utilized in the hallway to display items due to difficulty in adhering to “social
distancing” guideline due to narrow hallway and high traffic front entrance.
 Cashiers at all stations throughout store will be reminding guests to adhere to social distancing
standards
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Fast Track
Sanitation










Sani- cleaning wipes are used to wipe down all door handles and counters in the store every 30
minutes
Fast track crew members are responsible for care of the Southside of the store
Janitors are designated for all outside sanitation duties to include gas pump handles, pump
keypads using Quat 146 sanitizer and paper towels every 30 minutes.
All dining tables are cleaned and sanitized every 30 minutes
All employees are required to utilize gloves when touching any food product.
All counters, handles, point of sale systems, and equipment are wiped down with Quat 146
multi-surface sanitizer solution.
All dishes, utensils, cutting boards and containers are washed regularly and sanitized at the end
of shift.
All condiments above the microwave food prep area for guests will be packaged in single use
portions.
All gloves stations by the gas pumps will be replenished as needed throughout the day. Pump
dispenser credit card keypads will be wiped down by Fast Track janitorial team on a rotational
basis throughout the day.
Cleaners used




Quat 146 Sanitizer in spray bottles to wipe down table
surfaces, minutes
Sani-table turner cleaning wipes
Social Distancing







All outside dining tables will be reconfigured, marked
or cordoned off to reinforce social distancing. All
counter seating will re-configured (if possible) to
adhere to social distancing guidelines.
Self-service beverage machines will be in usage,
however there will not be cups, lids or straws
available for general usage by the public. All cups, lids, and straws will be distributed by the
cashier for those guests wishing to purchase a fountain drink. All cashiers dispensing lids, cups
and straws will be required to wear gloves at all times.
All outside dining tables after usage will be immediately wiped down by designated “sanitizing
staff member” after each usage.
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Express BBQ



















Sani- table turner cleaning wipes are used to wipe down all door handles and counters in the store
as needed or after each usage / exposure.
BBQ crew members are responsible for care of Northside of the store.
Janitors are designated for all outside sanitation duties to include gas pump handles, pump keypads
using Quat 146 sanitizer and paper towels every 30 minutes.
All dining tables are cleaned and sanitized every 30 minutes
The BBQ staff are required to wash their hands after every order and can use sanitizer but never to
replace hand washing
All employees are required to utilize gloves when touching any food product.
All counters, handles, point of sale systems, and equipment are wiped down with Quat 146
multi-surface sanitizer solution.
All dishes, utensils, cutting boards and containers are washed regularly and sanitized at the end of
shift.
All cleaning procedures as outlined in cleaning SOP will be adhered to daily.
All outside dining tables will be re-configured, marked or cordoned off to reinforce social
distancing. All counter seating will re-configured (if possible) to adhere to social distancing
guidelines.
All outside dining tables after usage will be immediately wiped down by designated “sanitizing
staff member” after each usage.
Guests will be handed wrapped silverware with their meal after purchase.
Designated cashier will be assigned as needed, to avoid cross-contamination of cash, credit cards /
food, etc.
All Express BBQ employees when designated cashier is NOT assigned will wash their hand after
every guest transaction of any chance of cross contamination.
Express BBQ staff will sanitize all outside tables between the hours of; 9:00am-10:00pm, then Fast
Track graveyard cashiers will be assigned to wiping down tables thereafter, after each usage.
To-go option is available to the guest through Express BBQ app or curbside service

Express BBQ
 Hours of operation: Monday through Sunday 9am to 8pm
 Staff are assisting guest, by greeting them at the door and taking orders at the door. This will enhance the
reduction of individuals forming a line.
 Staff are promoting Express BBQ mobile app.
Staff are maintaining proper food handling procedures.
Cleaners used



Quat 146 Sanitizer in spray bottles to wipe down table surfaces, minutes
Sani-table turner cleaning wipes
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Culinary
Sanitation Practices





Concentration is set and regulated by ECOLAB
180 Level
140 (Chlorine Level) is used for the sanitation area by the meat room.
Strips are used by the food safety technicians to test.
ECOLAB Chlorine Test Paper
QT-40 Hydrion Test Paper

Total Sanitation Buckets within the Culinary Department





9 bucks in the Kitchen
2 buckets in Bakery
2 buckets in Meat room, 1 chemical hose
7 buckets in Prep
Solution changed 2-3 times a day.

Meat room








2 sanitation buckets
Meat room exclusively sanitizes, no soap is utilized
PM Janitors are responsible for the cleaning
Protein cooks mop the meat room storage area as needed
Cutting boards are always sanitized after each usage
Beef is usually cut in the center of total cutting board table top area
Chicken is cut on the right side with the appropriate cutting board

Controlling Time and Temperature (All food temperatures are recorded every 3 hours).

During preparation












Wash hands prior to preparing foods.
Use clean and sanitized equipment and utensils while preparing food.
Separate raw foods from ready-to-eat foods by keeping them in separate containers until ready to use and by
using separate dispensing utensils.
Pre-chill ingredients for cold foods to 41 °F or below before combining with other ingredients.
Prepare foods as close to serving time as the menu will allow.
Prepare food in small batches.
Limit the time for preparation of any batches of food so that ingredients are not at room temperature for
more than 30 minutes before cooking, serving, or being returned to the refrigerator.
If potentially hazardous foods are not cooked or served immediately after preparation, quickly chill.
Use a clean, sanitized, and calibrated probe thermometer, preferably a thermocouple.
Take at least two internal temperatures from each pan of food at various stages of preparation.
Monitor the amount of time that food is in the temperature danger zone. It should not exceed 4 hours.
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Cooling Potentially Hazardous Foods




















Chill food rapidly using an appropriate cooling method:
Place food in shallow containers no more than 4 inches deep and uncovered on the top shelf in the
back of the walk-in or reach-in cooler.
Use a quick-chill unit such as a blast chiller.
Stir the food in a container placed in an ice water bath. Use Ice Paddles
Pre-chill ingredients and containers used for making bulk items such as salads.
135 ºF to 70 ºF within 2 hours. 70 ºF to 41 ºF or below in remaining time.
The total cooling process from 135 ºF to 41 ºF may not exceed 6 hours.
Chill prepared, ready-to-eat foods from 70 ºF to 41 ºF or below within
4 hours.
Reheat cooked, hot food to 165 ºF for 15 seconds and start the cooling
process again using a different cooling method when the food is:
Above 70 ºF and 2 hours or less into the cooling process; and
Above 41 ºF and 6 hours or less into the cooling process.
Discard cooked, hot food immediately when the food is:
Above 70 ºF and more than 2 hours into the cooling process; or
Above 41 ºF and more than 6 hours into the cooling process.
Use a different cooling method for prepared ready-to-eat foods when the
food is above 41 ºF and less than 4 hours into the cooling process.
Discard prepared ready-to-eat foods when the food is above 41 ºF and more than 4 hours into the
cooling process
Use a clean, sanitized, and calibrated probe thermometer to measure the temperature of the food.
Take temperatures of foods by inserting the thermometer near the surface of theproduct, at the thickest
part, and at other various locations.
Take temperatures of holding units by placing a calibrated thermometer in the coolest part of a hot holding
unit or warmest part of a cold holding unit.

For hot foods held for service:






Verify that the air/water temperature of any unit is at 135 °F or above before use.
All hot potentially hazardous foods should be 135 °F or above before placing the food out for display or
service.
Take the internal temperature of food before placing it on a steam table or in a hot holding unit and at least
every 3.5 hours thereafter.
Hold hot foods at 135 °F or above
Hold cold foods at 41 °F or below

Washing Fruits and Vegetables






Wash, rinse, sanitize, and air-dry all food-contact surfaces, equipment, and utensils that will be in
contact with produce, such as cutting boards, knives, and sinks.
Wash all raw fruits and vegetables thoroughly before combining with other ingredients, including
unpeeled fresh fruit and vegetables that are served whole or cut into pieces.
Wash fresh produce vigorously under cold running water
Scrub the surface of firm fruits or vegetables such as apples or potatoes using a clean and sanitized brush
designated for this purpose.
Remove any damaged or bruised areas.
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Cleaning and Sanitizing Food Contact Surfaces
































Wash, rinse, and sanitize food contact surfaces of sinks, tables, equipment, utensils, thermometers, carts, and
equipment using the following procedure:
Wash surface with detergent solution.
Rinse surface with clean water.
Sanitize surface using a sanitizing solution
Place wet items in a manner to allow air drying.

Report to work in good health, clean, and dressed in clean uniform.
Change apron when it becomes soiled.
Wash hands properly, frequently, and at the appropriate times.
Keep fingernails trimmed, filed, and maintained so that the edges are cleanable and not rough.
Do not wear any jewelry.
Treat and bandage wounds and sores immediately. When hands are bandaged, single-use gloves must be
worn.
If the lesion is on a hand or wrist, cover with an impermeable cover such as a finger cot or stall and a
single-use glove.
Eat, drink, use tobacco, or chew gum only in designated break areas where food or food contact surfaces may
not become contaminated.
Taste food the correct way
Place a small amount of food into a separate container.
Step away from exposed food and food contact surfaces.
Use a teaspoon to taste the food. Remove the used teaspoon and container to the dish room. Never
reuse a spoon that has already been used for tasting.
Wash hands immediately.
Wear suitable and effective hair restraints while in the kitchen.
Wash hands:
Before starting work
During food preparation
When moving from one food preparation area to another
Before putting on or changing gloves
After using the toilet
After sneezing, coughing, or using a handkerchief or tissue
After touching hair, face, or body
After smoking, eating, drinking, or chewing gum or
tobacco
After handling raw meats, poultry, or fish
After any clean up activity such as sweeping, mopping, or wiping counters
After touching dirty dishes, equipment, or utensils
After handling trash
After handling money
After anytime the hands may become contaminated
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Usage of thermal temperature device will be used in between Food Safety Inspection rotations to
take surface temps of all food products, both on the food preparation lines, food prep area, inside
walk-in’s, etc.
All Culinary staff members will be required to wear mask and gloves at all times.
Social distancing standards will be adhered to within all kitchen settings (East / West lines, hot set,
bakery and prep)
Silverware polisher has been purchased for purposes of cleaning and sanitizing all silverware before
being rolled and wrapped. Staging station will be built adjacent to drying area of dishwashing
area for silverware to be loaded into after being washed.
Limited menu will be developed for all dining venues.
Initially, Ranch Kitchen menu item will be offered in all dining venues to exclude Jockey Club.

Receiving



Glove usage will be mandatory when handling product. Masks and gloves will be utilized upon
receiving product.
Upon receiving product from vendor; receiving attendant accepting food will take internal temp of
refrigerated area of delivery truck to ensure product has not been compromised. Additionally,
health of driver will be observed as secondary precautionary measure.

Accounting Department
Sanitation
 Three sanitizer stations – at the entry door, in the money room and in the accounting main office
 Lysol wipes on all desks with everyone doing a daily wipe down
 Hand sanitizer provided for cashiers, servers cashing out at end of shift
 Money Room representative wearing gloves
Social Distancing


Social distancing guidelines has been taken into consideration for forthcoming new office
reconfiguration / remodel.
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Restaurants; (Ranch Kitchen, Horseshoe Bar, Steakhouse)
Operational








All to-go requests after dine-in meal will be packaged by the guest, except by request only.
Table tent indicating sanitation practices will be placed on tables being used in selected seating
configuration.
All table not being used in seating configuration will be designated with small A-frame sign
indicating “no seating”.
Discontinue tableside food preparation
Discontinue practice of offering after dinner mints, candies, etc.
Remove all toothpick dispensers to avoid contamination
Servers are to recite pre-scripted sanitation statement that will be developed; reiterating our
commitment to the guest’s safety through our sanitation practices.
All silverware is going to be run through Sammic polishing / sterilizing machine before being rolled
in linen by hostess.
No silverware will be placed on the tables in any dining venue, but instead rolled & sanitized
silverware in napkin will be brought to the table, either by hostess, busser or server.
All food and wine menus will be in plastic coverings and to be properly sanitized upon every use
Sale of alcohol can ONLY be accompanied by an associate food item.
Face coverings and gloves are mandatory for all front of the house employees
Service trays are cleaned and sanitized after each usage




Guest Reservation Options
Open table
Yelp “No Wait”









Touchless Payment Options
Sanitation
All Restaurants (Ranch Kitchen, Horseshoe Bar, Steakhouse)
Money counting area





Hand sanitizer for employees
Multi surface sanitizer spray and towels to wipe area
Gloves for counting money
Hand Sanitizers placed in designated areas
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Cashiers
 Hand sanitizer for employees
 Multi surface sanitizer spray and towels to wipe area
 Gloves for counting money
 Cashiers are to wipe down station every 30 mins
 Cashiers are to wipe down each area after helping guest
 Hand Sanitizers placed in designated areas
 Sanitizing Spray bottles at cashier station
Hostess Podium
 Hand sanitizer for employees
 Multi surface sanitizer spray and towels to wipe area
 Hostess are to wipe down menus every time they are brought back from the floor
 Employees are to wipe down areas around entrance and podium every 30 mins
 Hand Sanitizers placed in designated areas
 Sanitizing Spray bottles at Hostess Podium
 Hostess are to wipe down Podium/Pagers and all items within and around Podium
Bussers/Servers
 Hand sanitizer for employees
 Multi surface sanitizer spray and towels to wipe area
 Bussers are to clear and wipe down service stations every 30 mins
 Servers to wipes down area after use
 Bussers have towels in sanitizer buckets at all times.
 Bussers are not to keep towel in aprons at any time
 Bussers are to wipe all items on table top including chairs, salt and pepper shakers etc.
 Sanitizing Spray bottles at Service Station
 Hand Sanitizers placed in designated areas
 Keep Areas clear of debris and unnecessary items.
Runners
 Hand sanitizer for employees
 Multi surface sanitizer spray and towels to wipe area
 Runners are to clear and wipe down service stations every 30 mins
 Runners have towels in sanitizer buckets at all times
 Runners are to wipe down Trays after each use.
 Runners are to wipe all items on table top including chairs, salt and pepper shakers etc.
 Sanitizing Spray bottles at Service Station
 Hand Sanitizers placed in designated areas
 Keep Areas clear of debris and unnecessary items
 Wipe down soda and coffee area
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General Cleaning / Sanitation practices






All restaurant staff to wear gloves and facial masks.
Sanitation of all menus after each usage when returned back from the floor
No condiments will be placed on any of the dining venue tables
Dirty linen (napkins) will be placed in hamper, then placed in sealed plastic bag for retrieval by
vendor.
 Bussers will NOT have cleaning towels on their person. After usage cleaning cloth used to clean
tables will placed and immersed in Quat sanitizer solution / buckets stationed throughout
restaurant.
 All counters in the back of the house kitchen area will be cleaned and sanitized every 30 minutes
 Contamination bins will be in usage for the purpose of identifying frequently touched items, such as
check presenters, pens, salt and pepper shakers to be placed in the bin after clearing the table to
be individually cleaned and sanitized before being put back into circulation for usage.
Money counting area (upstairs in accounting office)
 Hand sanitizer provided for all employees on cash reconciliation table
 Multi- surface sanitizer spray and towels to wipe down all areas of counter top
 Gloves provided to all employees required to count money
Cashiers





Hand sanitizer provided for employees
Multi surface sanitizer spray and towels to counter wipe area, keypads (2), phone, calculator, back
counter.
Gloves provided for counting money
Cashiers are to wipe down station every 30 minutes

Hostess Podiums






Hand sanitizer provided for all employees
Wearing gloves
Multi surface sanitizer spray and towels to wipe areas of podium, top counter area, phone, lower
counter area, crayon cups, high chairs, pagers.
Hostess are to wipe down menus after each usage when they are returned back from the floor
Employees are to wipe down areas around entrance and podium every 30 minutes

Bussers/Servers /Expo











Hand sanitizer for provided for all employees
Wearing gloves
Multi surface sanitizer spray and towels to wipe areas to include; table top, sides of table, all booth
surfaces, all chair surfaces, salt & pepper shakers, condiment caddy, & table tents.
Bussers are to clear and wipe down service stations and to change out glassware at least 2-3 times
per day.
Expo to wipe down all stainless counters on all three levels of kitchen line counters every 30 min
Servers to wipes down area of East and West lines after use to include, all stainless steel surfaces in
front of kitchen line, handles, refrigerator door handles,
Bussers are to have towels in sanitizer buckets at all times.
Steakhouse bussers are to follow same guidelines in all restaurant venues with addition of wiping
down light fixture candles.
Bussers are not to keep towel in aprons at any time
Using serviette towels for service
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Runners







Hand sanitizer for employees
Multi surface sanitizer spray and towels to wipe areas of service areas in front of kitchen line area,
coffee dispenser spouts, ice scoop caddy,
Runners are to clear and wipe down service stations every 30 mins
Runners have towels in sanitizer buckets at all times
Runners are to wipe down Trays after each use.
Cleaners used



Oasis 146 Quaternary Sanitizer
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Location of Sanitizer Units within Culinary and
Restaurant Venues








Employee Breakroom
Employee Entrance
Dish Station
East & West Cook lines
By ALL POS terminals
Hostess Podiums
Beverage Stations
Sanitizer Station Locations witin each dining venue
Steakhouse Dining (5)

Horseshoe Bar (5)

Farm House Room (2)

Ranch Kitchen (7)
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Social Distancing Guidelines within
Hospitality Division
(as applicable)
Social Distancing







Removal of 20 tables in total to allow for greater proximity between tables
Removal of all furniture, seating from main hallway to discourage guest congregation.
Removal of table as needed to enhance social distancing perception
Horseshoe Bar: 5 tables removed
Steakhouse: 5 tables removed
Ranch Kitchen: 6 tables removed
**Re-configuration of floorplans for all restaurant are based on CDPH guidelines (6-foot proximity)

Restaurant seating floorplan with 6-foot proximity guidelines
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Takeout
Take out options are available at the Ranch Kitchen restaurant and Express BBQ



Reservation Options
Open table and Yelp “No Wait”



Communication System for guests waiting for table
Yelp “No Wait” can be activated from Yelp, HR website, Goggle, or IPad available at main
entrance kiosk. Guest may insert their name on to virtual wait list with wait time
quoted. Guest will be sent pre-notification prior to arrival, projected arrival time
onsite.



Reinforcement of physical distancing between guests and employees
Yes, hostesses, Managers or Supervisors will “respectfully” remind guests and employees to be
cognizant of social distancing.



Physical Barriers installed across a property
No barrier will be needed. Adequate signage and directional markers will inform guests



Physical distancing marker locations
“HR” physical distancing circles on the floor will be used in the Horseshoe Bar and Ranch
Kitchen to remind and reinforce 6-foot proximity guidelines.



Staggering of employee breaks to avoid congestion in breakroom
Staggered scheduling will be instituted to relieve the congestion and to avoid employee
congregation in the employee breakroom.



Indicators for table usage and closed tables
Two types of signage will be used on each table.
One type of sign will signify to the guest that the table is closed for service
The second sign used will be on occupied tables to signify to the guest that the table they are
sitting at has been thoroughly cleaned and sanitized, Covid-19 plan, QR code to order
without need of menu as well as wine list.



Discontinue seating areas where social distancing proximity cannot be achieved
Existing restaurant table map configurations indicate the removal or non-usage of existing
table to achieve proper social distancing.



Seating configurations to achieve social distancing
Social distancing seating configurations for all restaurant venues are listed in this plan.
Steakhouse Seating after re-configuration is 104 seats; down 46.
Horseshoe Bar Seating after re-configuration is 67 seats; down 21.
Ranch Kitchen Seating after re-configuration is 121 seats; down 98.
Total seating capacity of all restaurants after re-configuration is 292 seats; down 165.
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Reconfiguration of work stations to achieve social distancing
Inn front desk, Country Store, Express BBQ & Fast Track convenience store all are doing their
best to achieve proper social distancing guidelines. Culinary Department has
reconfigured work areas in East & West lines, Hot Set, Bakery, Meat fabrication, and Prep.



Discouragement of employees congregating and physical touching
Manager & Supervisors will be highly discouraging employee congregation and physical
touching (hugs, high fives, handshakes, etc.)



Guest Screening
Guest screening at this juncture will be solely based on objective observable behaviors (trouble
or labored breathing, complaints of pressure in the chest, confusion, bluish lips or face)
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Marketing Department I-5 Complex
Strategic Planning During Covid-19
Harris Ranch Current Events, March 3/23/20
As the daily developments of COVID-19 continues, Harris Ranch as a whole has adapted and transitioned
towards maintaining the safety of our guest and staff members. Current staff members have maintained a
positive outlook considering our ever-changing climate and remain hopeful. The following producers have
been taken place as of March 9th, 2020; sanitizing stations in every entrance of our complex. Proper food
handling procedures implemented by providing safety precautions within the restaurant and express BBQ.
As of March 13, 2020 meetings and events have been halted. Rescheduling and refunds have been honored
to each primary group within the month of March. As of March 19, 2020 all guest were notified regarding
the cancellation of our annual Easter Buffet through phone calls and email. Harris Ranch marketing have
been strategically focusing on promoting Harris Ranch change of service, hours of operations and what we
have to offer. A new structured menu has been developed with some of Harris Ranch Favorites. The Inn
continues to uphold standard cleaning procedures and continues to remain open. Shell Stations remains with
normal hours of operations and taking extra safety precautions when handling money transactions. Our
Country Store beef sales have increased and will be offering a 5-pack tri-tip with complimentary tote. All
management have adjusted and continue to provide Harris Ranch reputable tradition of hospitality.
The following are some highlights of each department.
Harris Ranch Restaurant
 Hours of operation: Monday through Sunday 8am to 8pm
 Guest will order off new structured menu.
 Curbside take out has been implemented.
 Outdoor kiosk for to-go orders.
 No dining on premises.
 50% off select wine list, with to-go purchase.
On March 21, 2020 California can now sell cocktails to go, but only with food. $5 curbside cocktails,
Bottled Beer $3 imported, $2 domestic.
Harris Ranch Country Store
 Hours of operation: Monday through Sunday 8am to 8pm
 Fresh Beef all packaged for travel with complimentary Harris Ranch Ice Pack.
 Prompting guest to visit the Country Store.
 Having bakery pastries on display.
 Promoting 5-tri tip pack with complimentary Harris Ranch Signature Tote.
Family Packages (currently working on 4 different packages)
Harris Ranch Inn
 Hours of operation: Monday through Sunday normal per usual.
 Assisting guest with all of their needs.
 Maintaining cleanliness throughout the whole complex.
Answering all guest inquiries regarding obtaining Harris Ranch food items.
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Events/Sales/Marketing
 As of March 13th, 2020 all events have been rescheduled or have been honored a refund related towards
COVID-19. Staff have notified all guest through two primary contact sources phone and email.
 As of March 19th, 2020 all guest attending have been notified regarding the cancellation of our Easter
Buffet. Two primary contact sources phone an email were utilized.
 Notified all guest with Open table reservation of our temporary no-dine procedure, but promoting our to-go
option.
 Sales have been assisting with e-commerce with customers inquires.
 Assisting throughout the complex, with any task being needed.
 Marketing has adjusted promotions and shift the focus on reaching our guest regarding our complex. Such
as; hours of operation, what we are offer, what we are doing to in keeping our guest health prioritized.
Keeping a noticeable appearance daily on every social media platform
 Sweet Deal Campaign with KMJ Radio.
 Billboards constructed to promote that Harris Ranch is OPEN and Take-out is available.
Signage posted at ALL Hospitality Division

of entrances to each facility

Table tents on designated tables
indicating sanitation practices
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